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INTRODUCTION
The complex bedrock skeleton of Maine's coast exercises a first order
influence on regional geomorphology and permits subdivision of the coast into
four morphologic compartments: the southwestern Arcuate Embayments; the
southcentral Indented Shoreline; the northcentral Island-Bay Complex; and the
northeastern Cliffed Shoreline (Kelley, 1986). This field trip will focus on
Casco Bay, the largest embayment of the Indented Shoreline. Within this area
glaciation has exercised a secondary influence on coastal geology by mantling
the area with till and glaciomarine sediment which have been eroded during
late Quaternary sea level changes to produce most of the intertidal and
subtidal sediment of the Bay. Finally, within the past 200 years, human
activity has affected the Casco Bay area by clearing forests and building
river dams and coastal structures which have made more, then less sediment
available to the coastal region.
The purpose of this field
and Quaternary stratigraphy of
with observations on the Bay's
Quaternary geologic history of
activity on its coastline.

trip is to examine the coastal geomorphology
the margins of Casco Bay, and in conjunction
offshore geology, to consider the late
the area, and the significance of recent human

LOCATION
Casco Bay is the first major coastal re-entrant north of Boston (Figure
1). It is 24 km by 10 km in area and bordered by Cape Elizabeth and Bailey
Island on its outer southeast and northeast corners, and Portland and Freeport
to the southwest and northwest, respectively.
The Bay's geometry is determined by the northeast strike of the
Precambrian to lower Paleozoic rocks of the Casco Bay Group (Osberg et al.,
1985). Erosion resistant ridges of these metamorphic rocks form a series of
peninsulas to the northeast which become submerged ledges or islands to the
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southwest. The four prominent bedrock ridges encountered from east to west
are dominated by: 1) Orrs-Bailey Island, Halfway Rock, Cod Ledges; 2)
Harpswell Neck, Cliff and Jewell Islands, Green Island Ledge; 3) Mere Point,
Birch and Goose Islands, Chebeague, Long, and Peaks Islands; and 4 ) Wolf Neck,
Cousins, and Mackworth Islands.
The deepest water in the Bay lies in the Sounds between the bedrock
peninsulas. Much of the inner Bay is relatively flat-bottomed between the
rock islands and shoals, whereas the outer Bay displays highly irregular
bathymetry (Figure 2). Deep channels extend through breaks in the bedrock
ridges at several places and permit free exchange with the Gulf of Maine and a
3.75 m tidal range. Some of these channels extend toward rivers which enter
the Bay, but others do not and owe their existence to pre-glacial fluvial
action, as discussed below.

QUATERNARY GEOLOGY
The recent Surficial Geologic Map of Maine (Thompson and Boms, 1985)
compiles all Quaternary mapping in the Casco Bay area and provides a complete
bibliography on work published from the region. The record of Quaternary
geology in Maine begins about 13»500 years ago with the deposition of till and
stratified material in the well-described coastal moraines in Cutler and
Kennebunk (Stuiver and Boms, 1975). Around Casco Bay, till deposits are
mapped with an orientation which mimics the trend of bedrock (Thompson and
Borns, 1985). Offshore seismic data (Figure 3) similarly show that the
thickest deposits of till are generally parallel with the strike of bedrock
(Figure 4 ).
Following retreat of the ice, glaciomarine sediment, the Presumpscot
Formation (Bloom, 1960) was deposited on the isostatically depressed
landscape. The time of deposition of the Presumpscot Formation has been
bracketed between about 13»500 and 11,000 years before present. Some of the
youngest dates from the glaciomarine sediment are from logs and seashells in
the Portland area (Hyland and others, 1978). Generally speaking, the
Presumpscot Formation is thickest in bedrock valleys and thin to absent on
hill tops. This may be a result of the original deposition of the
glaciomarine sediment or of reworking of the material by marine processes
during emergence. Indeed, the tree fragments described by Hyland and others
(1978) may have been emplaced in a slump from the Western Promenade of
Portland into the ancestral Fore River valley during emergence.
The main result of the thick accumulation of glaciomarine sediment in
bedrock valleys is the derangement of Maine's stream drainage. As recorded in
bridge borings (Figure 5)» the Fore and Cousins Rivers, though small in
discharge, possess some of the greatest bedrock valleys in Casco Bay today,
but are choked with sediments. The Presumpscot and Royal Rivers have
relatively large discharge today, but pass over water falls before entering
the ocean and are not in pre-glacial valleys. It is likely that the ancestral
Kennebec/Androscoggin River even entered Casco Bay through Maquoit or Middle
Bay, but is so deranged by glacial sediment today that not even a small stream
marks the trace of the old valley. Kelley and others (1986) have explained
the muddy nature of Casco Bay, as contrasted with the sandy environment of
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Figure 3.

Original seismic records from Lines 15 (above) and
36 (below). Locations of the lines are shown in
Figure 1 . The interpretation
the seismic units
has been described by Kelley and others (1986)
and Belknap and
rs (1986) and
A) bedrock; B) till; C) glaciomarine sediment
IPresumpscot Formation) D) Holocene mud; E) natural
Vertical scale is 1 ■ per horizontal lines;
horizontal scale
Arrows point
inferred unconformity at surface of glaciomarine
sediment.
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Saco Bay, as a result of the deranged, low gradient streams entering Casco Bay
versus the high gradient Saco River to thesouth.
The time of the sea level lowstand is not known with certainty, but is
assumed to have occurred 9>000 years ago. There are better constraints on the
depth of the lowstand, and several reports suggest that it was around 65 m
below present sea level (Kelley and others, 1986; Belknap and others, 1986).
While there is no such direct evidence of the lowstand for Casco Bay, features
which appear to be of fluvial origin appear near that depth at Halfway Rock in
Casco Bay (Figure 6 , CB-6 ). . The rivers which formed during the lowstand of
sea level were immature streams cutting down onto a former seafloor. Since
this was a muddy substrate, many of the streams were gullies at their head.
Some of these gullies will be visited in the Bunganuc Bluff stop.
*

As sea level rose across outer Casco Bay area, it eroded sediment from
most bedrock pedestals and left a coarse sediment pond in adjacent topographic
lows (Figure 6 ). Thus much of the outer Bay is exposed rock or coarse
sediment (till or lay deposits). Mud exists mostly in well protected
paleovalleys (Figures 6 , 4)» As the gullies formed during the lowstand were
drowned, they became productive estuaries partly filled with organic matter.
After burial with modern mud, this organic matter has evolved into natural gas
deposits, which trace the evolution of valleys from the lowstand to the inner
Bay (Figure 7). The inner Bay has a more complete stratigraphic column than
the outer Bay because it has more recently come under the influence of marine
processes and is sheltered from the ocean by numerous islands (Figure 7)»
Nevertheless, even in the inner Bay, the smooth seafloor is being eroded in
some places by tidal current scour.

HUMAN ACTIVITIES ON THE COAST
A general model for the evolution of Maine's embayments has been
presented by Kelley (1986). Casco Bay fits this model (Figure 8 ) well with an
outer wave eroded area of bare rock and coarse beaches, central region of
eroding bluffs and mud flats, and an inner area of salt marshes and aggrading
mud flats. The form of this model moves landward as sea level rises, leaving
a coarse rocky inner shelf across most of the Gulf of Maine.
Human activity has profoundly affected this coast, and interacted with
its evolution for the past 200 years. Early colonists cut numerous trees
along the shoreline which subsequently eroded because of the loss of
vegetative cover. As a result, harbors like Mast Landing and Wharton Point
became useless for commerce and are today salt marshes. Most of the Holocene
sediment in Maquoit Bay is probably younger than 200 years although as yet no
dates are in hand (Figure 9). Following deforestation, vegetation began to
stabilize slopes again and dams were built on rivers trapping sediment. Thus,
coastal areas which had been blanketed with an influx of sediment were slowly
cut off from new sand and mud. As a result, most of the marshes which fringe
many of the bluffs in the inner Bay owe their origin not to muddy rivers, but
to episodic slumping (Figure 10).
The most important human influence on Casco Bay today is in the form of
residential house construction. Ignorant of the long term evolution of Casco
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Bay, homeowners are increasingly building houses at the edge of bluffs of the
Presumpscot Formation. When they recognize the dynamic nature of the bluffs
(Figure 10) they frequently attempt to "stabilize" them with bulkheads. In
the short term this robs the intertidal mud flats of much-needed mud, in the
long term it is unlikely to halt the inexorable rise in the ocean.
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ITINERARY
Assembly point is at Two Lights State Park in Cape Elizabeth, Maine.
This is most easily reached by taking Route 77 south from Portland, and then
taking Two Lights Road.
Mileage
0.0

STOP 1: At Two Lights State Park— we will briefly examine the high
energy shoreline here. Unconsolidated sediment is present only as
gravel beach deposits between resistant ridges of bedrock. Because
bedrock strikes to the northeast, Casco Bay's beaches almost
exclusively face the northeast or southeast.
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Return to cars and drive north on Two Lights Road.
0.5

Note the flat sandy soils of this area.
left as regressive shoreline deposits.

Much of this sand was probably

1.0

Turn right onto Route 77 north.

1.6

As we drive perpendicular to the bedrock trend the road crosses
numerous ridges and valleys.

2.6

Turn right onto Shore Road.
%

3.9

Note at this rare ocean view in Cape Elizabeth, that gravel beaches
dominate the outer Bay’s intertidal areas.

5.0

Turn right into Fort Williams.

5.5

STOP 2:
Park at Portland Head parking lot. In this high energy
coastal setting in the outer Bay, only coarse grained beaches protected
by bedrock ridges can endure in intertidal environments. Thus,
structures built high on rock ledges are the only coastal structures
which can survive. As the ocean drowns this area the beach deposits
will become analogous to the seaward dipping ponds of sediment on
seismic line CB-6 (Figure 6).
Return to cars.

6.0

Turn right onto Shore Road (Cottage Road).

7.9

Turn right onto Broadway.

8.5

Note views of Portland which are favored for condominiumconstruction
now. The question facing the public is whether the loss of intertidal
access and environments is worth the tax base provided by the high
density housing proposed for this area.

9.0

Turn right onto Pickett Street.

9.2

Cross Fort Street onto Fort Preble.

9.3

STOP 3 » Park at Old Settlers Cemetary. Willard Beachis the largest
beach in Casco Bay. Like the others we have seen itfaces the
northeast, but is protected by nearby islands.
Recreational growth in this area recently prompted the City of South
Portland to request the Army Corps of Engineers nourish this beach.
The Army agreed to increase the width of the beach, which is presently
eroding more than one foot per year, but at a cost of $800,000 plus
$100,000 per year thereafter. The City would be required to pay 50% of
this. The erosion problem at Willard is partly a result of small
seawalls built by homeowners. The cost of the project would be picked
up by the Army if the same homeowners were not so close to the project
site. Thus human action exacerbates the beach erosion, and the
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presence of beach houses precludes correction of the proble
the City cannot afford the project.

because

Return to cars
9.5

Cross Fort Street and drive down Pickett Street.

9.6

Turn left on Broadway.

10.3

Turn right onto Cottage Drive which becomes Main Street.

11.2

Cross the Million Dollar Bridge. Figure 5 shows borings from Fore
River bridges. This was once a major river valley entering Casco Bay
Bear right after crossing bridge onto Route 1A.

12.0

Bear right onto Fore Street.
section of Portland.

12.8

Cross India Street and proceed up the Eastern Promanade. This low area
was once Clay Cove, the original settlement site of Portland in the
17th century.

13.3

STOP 4« Fort Allen Park. This site, which is a hill of glacial till,
provides a fine overlook to discuss the seismic stratigraphy of the
inner Bay (Figure 7). The impact of human filling is evident along the
harbor which was once a mud flat. Condominiums now compete with
fishermen for space along the waterfront.

This newly renovated area is the Old Port

Return to cars and turn right onto Eastern Promanade.
14-3

STOP 9: Back Cove. This is a brief stop to examine the stratigraphy
of Back Cove as revealed by borings for the new bridges. It seems
likely that the Presumpscot River once passed through Back Cove toward
the Fore River and carved the wave cut cliffs and terraces of the area
when it did. Human filling is the major process here today, and the
The Cove is clean now,
Cove is less than half its original size
however, and a-wildlife sanctuary. The City used to dump raw sewage
into the cove.
Continue down hill.

14.5

Turn right onto Washington Avenue.
bridge.

Bear right onto 1-95 at end of

15.3

Turn right onto Route 1, Falmouth.

16.0

Cross Presumpscot River mouth.

17.1

Turn left onto Old Route 1.

17.2

STOP 6: Turn left onto Gilsland Farm and park in Maine Audubon lot.
We will walk out the path toward the river. At the top of the flat
hill it is clear we are standing on the flat, former seafloor. To
either side marshes fill in former gullies which were once the site of

Mackworth Island is visible offshore.
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numerous slumps. We will examine the eroding bluff facing the river.
Note how ineffective the dead vegetation is in preventing erosion...in
fact it leads to more erosion by slowing down new plant growth. The
bluff here is composed of sand and mud layers typical of the regressive
phase of the phase of the Presumpscot Formation. Note the eroding
marshes. Even in the muddiest river in Maine, sea level is rising
faster than mud can build new marshes.
Return to cars and drive to Route 1.
17.5

Turn left onto Route 1.

19.2

Turn left onto Route 1-95 access

19.4

Turn right onto 1-95.

24.9

Cross Royal River. This is another deranged stream with a waterfall on
the left side of the road. Attempts to maintain a harbor where the
muddy freshwater flocculates upon entering the sea are futile, but
costly.

26.6

Cross the Cousins River. Note the esker at the left.
river valley (Figure 5) choked with glacial sediment.

29.3

Turn right into Freeport.

30.5

Turn right onto Bow Street

31.5

Mast Landing. Note this was once the site where tall masts were
exported to Europe. It is now filled with marsh. Note the numerous Y
turns where long masts were moved by oxen to the sea. The logs
precluded right angle turns.

32.3

Note gully on right.
a lower sea level.

32.9

Bear left away from Wolf Neck

34-0

Turn left onto Flying Point Road

36.6

Bunganuc Landing.

36.7

Turn right onto private dirt road.
turn onto Casco Road.

37.4

STOP 7; Bunganuc Bluff at end of dirt road. Travel down clammers path
along gully wall. Note the size of the gully. There are many in the
They lead to channels out in Maquoit Bay (Figure 9) which in
turn lead to gas filled valleys in inner Casco Bay (Figure 7). The
bluffs here are among the highest built by the Presumpscot Formation.
This is the ice-proximal, transgressive phase of the glaciomarine
sediment and numerous load structures may be seen.

This is an old

This was cut into the flat former seafloor during

Another mast landing area in an old gully.
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Evident here also is the problem of new house construction on bluffs.
If marshes are to continue to benefit our clam flats (Figure 10), these
bluffs must erode.
Return to cars.
38.0

Turn right onto Flying Point Road.
immediately.

Bear right onto Bunganuc Road

39.8

Wharton Point. Another mast landing site that is filled in. Turn left
up sandy hill. This is sandy, regressive sediment which blocked the
old Kennebec River from entering Casco Bay.

41 .6

Turn right at stop sign onto Mere Point Road.

42.4

Bear left onto Middle Bay Road.

43.5

Turn right onto Harpswell Neck Road.

44*9

Note that at this low point salt marsh is visible at
road. Soon Harpswell will become an island.

52.9

Turn left onto Stover Cove Road. Continue on gravel road toward water
(bear right, then left a_t Harpswell Sound). Drive onto sandy beach.

54*0

STOP 8: Stover Cove Spit. This is one of the only spits of any size
in Casco Bay. It owes its origin to erosion of an enormous moraine
which is mostly submerged beneath Harpswell Sound (Figures 4> 6). This
spit is protected by several laws, and will never be developed.
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